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Introduction
vWe propose a novel video classification system that would benefit
the scene understanding task.
vOur classification problem: classifying background and foreground
motions using the same feature representation for outdoor scenes.
vWe propose a lightweight Loss Switching Fusion Network (LSFNet)
for the fusion of spatiotemporal descriptors and a similarity search
scheme with soft voting to boost the classification performance.
vPotential applications: content-based video clustering, video
filtering, etc.

Method
ØTwo training phases:
§ LSFNet is trained using randomly sampled descriptors;
§ The pre-trained LSFNet and a feature pooling layer together
output a lower-dimensional feature vector.

LSFNet is composed
of:
(i)a 5-layer
autoencoder;
(ii)a multilayer
perceptron (MLP)
classifier shares the
encoder part of the
autoencoder.
ØThe MSE loss and classification loss of LSFNet are used alternately
in each pass of the gradient decent.
ØLocality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is used to map features to a hash
value.
ØFor each test video, similarity search is used to find the most similar
feature representations so as to get their corresponding labels.
ØCounting and comparing the number of labels retrieved using ‘soft
voting’ to get the confidence values to assign label to each test
video.

Datasets and Experimental Settings

ØTwo industry datasets:
§ iCetanaPrivateDataset
• 2700 videos with various length captured in outdoor
environments,
• contains many background motions such as tree waving, camera
shaking, rainy, noisy, etc.
§ iCetanaEventDataset
• An extension of iCetanaPrivateDataset
• 6668 videos captured by multiple cameras located at different
train stations, bus stops, etc.
ØMulti-class classification for 6 background motions;
ØBinary classification for separating human motions from background
motions.

Experimental Results
§ Video Clustering:
Feature space
visualization using
UMAP for background
and foreground
motions on the testing
set of the
iCetanaPrivateDataset.

§ Video Classification:
A comparison of our
method with other
state-of-the-art
techniques.

